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ABSTRACT

The paper analyzes the'empirical and critical traditions in
mass communication inquiry and asks whether mass communication inquiry
can provide a useful perspective on human communication.

4
The paper first describes the development of interest in mass

communication, finding its beginning in the 19th century. The paper
then explains the empirical research tradition if mass communication
inquiry, noting its evolution from stimulus-response to audience-
oriented research, under Paul Laztrsfeld's influence. %

The paper then explains the critical research tradition. The
paper analyzes Lee Thayer's four levels of communication in terms
of Denis McQuail's seVen characteristics of mass communication by
using critical literature, especially the work of Harold Innis and
Jurgen Habermas.

The paper concludes that the critical research tradition in mass
communfcation can pr-ovide a provocative explanation of all levels of
communication, thus calling into question the usefulness of traditional
divisions within the communication discipline, e.g., interpersonal,,
organizational, or mass communication.
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ass communication has been a Major interest area within the com-

munication disciplinev and its study has spawned two major ways of

thinking about and talking about mass communication. One of these per-

spectives is the American empiricaj. tradition of quantitative research

into mass communication. The other perspective, more often identified

with European and Canadian scholars than with Ameridans, employs crit-

ical theoretical and,historical analysis to assess the role and conse-
.

quences of mass communication in modern/society. 1

This paper will describe the development of mass communication

as a field of study and will explain how adoption of the differing per-

spectives leads to differing cohausions about the functions of mass

communication in society.

Interest in mass communication as a social force developed in the

19th century and reflected a concern over societal instability. Social

commentators, reacting to the upheavals of the French Revolution in the

late 18th century ahd of the Industrial Revolution, criticized changes

in the social structure and in patterns of authority. 2
These critics

s'aw political power shifting from the hereditary elite to the masses

either through overt revolution as in France, or through a more gradual

process of increased participation resulting from increasing literacy

and economic stability, as in England and the United States. 3
They saw

the fundaMental shift of populatio>from the farm to the city, with its

tr.correspondin4ly basic sh ft in how people related to each other in so-

ciety. In Ferdinand Tönnies! terms, the dominant form of relationship

changed from kinship to contract.4 With these changes, )tlhey saw the

4
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crumbling of centuries-old forms of authority: the family, the church,

the hereditary elite, tradition.

Since those individuals who were in a position to be social crit-

ics also tended to be members of traditionally elite classes, their in-

clination was to look upon the changes occurring in the 19th century

with /
some dismay. In the midst of upheaval, those experiencing the

changes could not look upon their lives with the clear retrospective

eye of the historian and know clearly what was going on.
5

Nevertheless,

as people will do, they sought to,make sense of their experipnce, to

shape it into an explanation that they could understand, even if'the

experience itself defied understanding.

In looking about in the disarray of the 19th century for causes of

social conditions, they were bound to look for highly visible phenomena,

and they found one: the rise of the mass press. The emergence of the

"penny press" was a genuinely spectacular occurrence.6 Literally over-

night, in 1833', the press --. once the domain of the educated and wealthy

elite -- became the property of the common man.

A variety of social changes had to coalesce to allow Benjamin Day

and all his imitators to mass-produce inexpensive newspapers. For in-

stance, mass education had to reach the point that the common man could

read a newspaper. People had to be pack,Rd into cities, rather than

,ppread out over the countryside, for mass distribution through street

sales ta be economically feasible. Somebody had to invent the steam-

powered cylinder press,
7

to allow printing of thousands of copies of a

single edition of a newspaper. Transportation had to be refined to

such a point that newsprint, ink., and machinery could be supplied de-

pendably. This meant that a,railroad system had to be well underway.

In other words, industrialization had already to have occurred.
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Only after all these things, and more, were accomplished could the mass

press become a reality. True to Hannah Arendt's analysis, hOwever, the

participants in these events could not tell, with any precision, just

what was going on. What the conservative, cultured elite saw was the

seemingly sudden acquisition of power4loy the common map, and that power

seemed to emanate from the one institution that seemed to bind the

masses together -- the mass press.

So, in a perverse, persistent, and -- in the words of at least one

media scholar -- totally accidental identification, 8
the mass-medium of

the moment became the cause of the social instability of the day, rather

than the result of more fundamental changes in social patterns.

Essential elements of criticisms of the mass press growing out of

the identification described above are (1) concerns over its vulgarity,

(2) disdain for the ability of the common man to approach the mass press

critically, (3) concern for the erosion of elite culture by popular cul-

ture, (4) general concern over the supposed negative effects of the mass

press on the society, the culture, and the individual.

The identification of the mass press as the cause of social insta-

bility, and the general concerns over culture and controa of the common

man that this identification created, have in large part shaped the

course taken by mass communication inquiry in the 150 years since Ben-

jamin Day first hit the streets of New York with his one-cent newspaper.

The same elite analysis has been applied to each new mass medium as it

has appeared, from mass magazines in the mid-19th century, to movies at

the beginning of the'20th century, to radio in the 1920s and 1930o, to

television from the 1950s to-the present. 9

It is within this general perspective of a sort of technological

determinism that one must look at the development of studies of mass
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communication. Dominated Sy a concern for effects, adopting without
1,.*

examination an assumption of negative effects froM mass communication, 10

mass communication studies have struck a doom-and-gloom note of a soci-

ety unraveling at the seams, while most Americans sit at home pacified

by "I 'Love Lucy" or "The Dukes of Hazzard," and any remaining citizens

are out mugging each other in imitation of the latest television crime

drama. Within this general perspective; specific periods of study can

be identified.

During the 19th century and the early 20th century, discussions of

mass communication took the form of essays in philosophy- and social

criticism.
11

Between the world wars one sees the beginning of ympirical re-

search in mass communication. 12
Inquiries were dominated by stimulus-

response assumptions borrowed from psychology. The power of the mass

media (the stimuli) to cause negative effects.(the response) in the de-

fenseless audience member was generally assumed. 13
Adolph Hitler's

apparent success at controlling the German people through radio broad-

casts seemed to support the stimulus-response viewpoint, and the Ameri-

can 'government began to fund mass communication research to insure that

the powers of propaganda would be available to Americans as much as to

Germans.

Government-funded inquiry into mass communication set the atage for

the next, critical period in development of the field. Four scholars,

representing the disciplines of sociology, psychology, social.psychol-

ogy, and political science, either directly participated in or else fol-

lowed up.on the War Department research. They were Paul Lazarsfeld,

Carl Hovland, Kurt Lewin, and Harold Lasswell.

The efforts of these four men created a recognizable body of
a
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scientifically respectable research about mass communication, and their

research provided the foundation for development of mass Communication

as an independent discipline. 14

Of these four scholars, Lasswell and Lazarsfeld have had the

greatest impact on the discipline. Lasswell's work became the model
1

for the tradition of content analysis studies so 'prevalent in the

field, and Lasswell's verbal model of the mass communication process is

lasting testimony. to the strength of stimulus-response thinking within
15

the discipline.

Lazarsfeld-is the father of survey research in mass communication.

Lazarsfeld's contribution to the discipline is hardly limited to meth-

'odology, however. His research modified basic assumptions about effects

of mass communication on audience members. A specific study marks the

beginning of the contemporary period in mass communication inquiry.

Lazarsfeld and his research team set out to study the influence of

the mass media on the 1940 presidential ele ion. Underlying the re-

'search design was the familiar stimulus-re ponse assumption that the'

media played some direct role in causing people to vote for particular

candidates. The results surprised Lazarefeld and his team, and changed

mass communication research significantly, because the evidence did not

bear out the stimukus-response assumption of direct media effects. The

study was published as The People's Choice, and it contained the basic

discovery that hs dominated mass Communication research from 1940 to

today: Media don't do things to people; people do things with media."

This initial realization developed into the notion of the 2-step flow

as a model of the mass communication process. 17
The 2-step flow sug-

gests that information flows from the mass media to opinion leaders

ci
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within a given community. The opinion leaders then pass on the informa-

tion t6 other individuals. The 2-step flow has been expanded to the

multi-step flow and the N-step flow, reflecting the complexity of the
7'
, information-dissemination process. However, central to any version of

the 2-step flow model of mass communication is the notion that, individ-

"uals seek out opinion leaders -- and opinion leaders seek out media

products -- for purposes of their own devising, not because of any mani-

pulation on the part of the mass communicators.

while the Lazarsfeld point of view in mass communication research

is still solidly within the effects tradition and still solidly empir-

ical in nature, it changed the emphasis of mass communication inquiry.

Instead of,presenting the receiver as the passive dupe of those who con-

trol mass media, Lazarsfeld's viewpoint presents the receiver as an ac-

tive and critical consumer of media products. Mass communication is

now understood, within the empirical research tradition, to be one

thing that people attend to, among a multitude bf other things in their

environment to which they also attend. Furthermore, their response to.

mass communication products is assumed to be'a function of their group,

organizational, and institu4onal ties. 18

The empirical research tradition decribed above can provide valu-

able lessons to the serious student of.mass communication, for within

that tradition one can identify the roots of popular Misconceptions

about mass communication. Further, the empirical tradition is distin-

guished as much by its limitations as by its myriad findings, for with-
!

in that tradition researchers do not -- some might say cannot 19
-- ask

certain significant questions about the consequences of mass communica-

tion.

A brief examination of these misconceptions and limitations may



suggest why some media scholars are becoming disenchanted with the em-

pirical research tradition and are turning, instead, to the alte-2native

approach of employing critical theoretical and historical analysis to

understand the implications of mass communication for society.

Ohe such popular misconception is the notion that mass communica-

tion is synonymous with mass media. This reduction of the mass communi-

cation process to the organizations which produce mass cotmunication

products grows out of a practical research need to find a point.of ref-

erence for empirical studies. This reductionist view encourages a

sender-oriented bias in mass commugication inquiry and locates'mass

communication within relatively transitory phenomena -- media organiza-

tions as they exist at this point in time. It thu6 discourages viewing

mass communication as a social process and identifying historically per-

sistent and possifbly generic aspects of that process.

The alternative point of view would find the significant elements

of mass communication to be those that persist through time and that

reach beyond media organizations to permeate other forms of communica-

tion.

A second popular misconception, related to the first, is that the

term, mass media, is synonymous with the ierm, the technology of trans-

mission. This is a more extreme result of the practical research need

to find something to quantify, something to count. It is hard to count

a process that occurs to a great extent in the privaqy of people's

homes, and in the deeper privacy of people's minds. Enterprising re-

searchers have tended to solve the problem by itgnoring it and counting .

what is countable. Technological devices are easily countable. Thus,

the professional journals regularly publish detailed studies revealing

the number of television sets in Bangladesh or the number of radio
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receiverS ib the Soviet Union. These kinds of studies encourage the

belief that machinery per se plays sobe determining role in what is,

after all, a process of human communication. Further, such studies

fail to appreciate that the "media" are not meiely collectipns of ma-
,

chines but are instead highly complex organizations whose activities

are defined in large part by their relation to other organizations in

society. The misconception does not even do justice to the concept of

technology, which, from its Greek root, techne, means any ". . . method

involved in the production of an object or the accomplishment of an
,20

end. . . . Uslng thiS etymologically valid definition of technology,

ohe cannot distinguish mass communication from interpprsonal communica-

tion or small-grOup communication on technological grounds.

The'empirical urge to count machines is discouraged by the alterna-

tive perspective on mass communication inquiry. The alternative view

defines technology in the generic sense stated above. Technology in

this sense, understood to be any method devised for the attainment of

any end, is no longer easily quantifiable and is certainly not synony-
)4t,

mous with machines designed to transmit media produdts. Nor is tech-

nology synonymous with the complt4htiMan organizations, the "media,"

which devise the methods for attaining the end, or goal, of mass commu-

nication.

'A third popular misconception is that mass media Content is the

most important aspect of mass communication to study. This, too, is

rooted in the practical research need to find something to quantify.

Content studies are legitimated by Lasswell's formative influence in

the discipline of mass communicatiOn aAd are the legacy of his pioneer

work in content analysis methodology. Content studies usuallY contain,

explicitly or implicitly, the stimulus-response assumption that



characteristics of the content have some Aptermining influence on audi-'

ence response to that content-. If that assumption. ievkabsentr'theke is

Usually no conceivable reason, in mass,communication research, to be

interested in the characteristics of the content. TOne exce'ptiom to

this generalization, it might be argued, would be t.he content'study

that attempted to explain something about the producers-6f mass medra

content, rather than something about the consumers of that content.

While institutional and organizational constraints on content raise

questions about the legitimacy of drawing any simple concluaon about"'

the relatioMship between media coMtent and media personnel, it iG just

as likely, as Charles Wright suggests, that content studies reflect

that relationship as any relationship between content and audience; if

such studies provide any evidence abodt either relationohip.?1
)

The alternative view would tend to hold some veroion of the as-

sumption that meanings are in peOple, rather than in communicaottZb arti-

facts. From this point of view, content in aplii of itself is irrelevant,

if not totally inaccessible. It,only has Meaning to the degree to

which people invest it with meaning, and such investiture will have at

least four levels of complexity: (1) the skillo the individual has de-

veloped for creating meaning; (2) the number of posoible melningo the

individual has so far accumulated; (3) the flexibility of the meaning-

le-creation process as practiced in, and the variety of meanings allowed

by, %me's reference groups; and (4,)' the variety of social and cultural

. definitions of rea4ty available at the time.
0

A fourth and final misconception to be examined here is the notion

that thd media do things to peoplo,'for Ilnotance, cause them to be vio-

lent.

This notion is encouraged by the tendency of empirical reoearchers
2

12

0
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to focus On the producers of media content, -ori the machinery of mass

cdmmunication, 'and on the cOntent of mass communication. It reflects
4

. the persistent 'assumption that eAeCts of mass communication are most

likely to be negative, and it reflects, also, the stimulus-response as-.

sumption deeply woven into'mass communication inquiry, that audience

meMbers are passive recipients of media, content who have little of no
P

Control over their destinies. The implications.of Lazarsfeld's land-

mark Study haVe not trickled davh to.the level-cif popular discuseion,

in part,..perhaps, because, within the framewOrk of the N.-step,flow, re-
,

searchers are still stalking the wily mass communication effect. The

floW framework &Des not necessarily force researchers out of an

effects orientation; all it requires is that they define effects as/

more-subtle and more difficult to fincL

The alt4rnative perspective does not dehy that effects flow from
4

the presence of mass communicaticin as an.institution in modern society.

It does tend to view the empirical tradition's defition of "effect"

as trivial, since empirical researchers have tended to try to establish

immediate, measurable effects of sihgle media products on individual

members'of the audience. The alternapive perspective is more concerned

with long-term, structural, soci'al and cultural changes resulting from

the presence of mass communication in society, and the alternative per-
,

spectiVe questions whether this kind of Mass communication "effect" is

'amenable to emlidrical investigation.

Following Lazarsfeld's early distinction between the two tradi-

tions in mass communication inquiry, 22
it is.fair to call what hasbeen

described here as an alternative perspective on mass communication in-
,.

quiry the "critical research" tradltion in maSs communication. While

Lazarsfeld-made the-arliTTI.Mtrin 1941, it is only reOently that
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interest in critical research has made any,headway in the United States

against the empirical research tradition, which has been fed by strong

support from universities, government and the mass communication in-

- dustry. The renewed interest in critical resdarch has developed roughl

over the last decade in response to perceived limitations of the empiri-e

cal tradition. The most general summary statement about those limita-

tions would be that, within the empirical tradition, the methodology is

determining the questions that'can be asked, 2
.

3
that the questions being

asked are trivial and lack any historical sensibility, 24
and that empir-,

N
ical methodologies (in mass communication research, primarily field sur-

veys, content analysis, and laboratory experiments) probably cannot an-

swer any more significant questions about mass communication.

Frustrated, mass communication scholars have returned to the forms

of discussion that constituted the very beginnings of mass communication

inquiry, to social philosophy, to critical historical and theoretical,

analyses of the rolle of mass communication in society. Not surprising-

ly, the cOntemporary discussion has not been strongest in the United,

States. Rather, it has flourished in Europe and, to some degree, in

Canada.

The remainder of this paper will utilize some of this critical

literature to present a critical interpretation of mass commnication

ln contrast to the dominant empirical tradition outlined above. The

issue to be examined in this analysis is the question whether mass com-
4

. munication can be conceived of as some singular phenomenon separable
K:N

from other forms 6f communication or whether, conv rsely, mass communi-

cation might legitimately be conceived ofs a gl
all social communication.

eric perspective on

The analysis will divide communication into four "levels," in order
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.to examine flow mass communication might be conceived of as a perspective

on social communication. The four levels2 5
and their social aspects

are:

1. The intrapersonal level.- This level conceptualizes the act of

making sense of one's world and the act of thinking. This level is so-
,

cial inasmuch as the world one makes sense of is a social world, 26
the

meanings one develops to make sesse of that world are part of an on-

goirig social process of coming to agreement in action with one's fel-
.

lows, and one's internal conversations about that world (one's thoughts)/1

reflect the social conversations one has had. 27

2. The interperliplOrlevel..' This level conceptualizes the phenom-

enon of two human beings mutually engaging in the creation of meaning.
k

The process may be engaged in to achieve some goal, or it may be engaged

in for its own sake. As with'the intrapersonal level, the interpersonal

level is social in that it reflects the consequences of existing as a

social (associated) and symbol-using animal, one pertinent consequence

being that each person brings,to the process a fund of acquired

meanings. The procesl is also social in that it is the creation of

common meanings, which may be achieved only through the re-creation of

existing meanings held by either party or by both parties.

Obviously, the interpersonal and intrapersonal functions operate

together. They are separated from each other here only for the purposes

of analysis.

3. The enierprise level. Any time bumans form or enter into

1
agreements to work together toward some formal goal, more or less ex-

plicit, the enterprise level has been reached. Any organization -- from

the family to the corporation tothe political state -- is an enterprise

relationship.
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'This level is social in that it contains elements of intrapersonal

and interpersonal communication. In addition, it requires establishment

of formal processes for the., creation of meaning and offers "roles" whose

meaning isTtstorically defined -- at least partially. The enterprise

is social in that its forms are developed through communicative pro-

cesses, exist in people's minds (i.e., in their fund of possible

meanings), and will persist as patterns of aCtivity whether or not spe-

cific individuals remain in them. Individual participants are inter-

changeable and dispensable.

4. The technological level. This category scheme utilizes the

broad definition of technology derived from the Greek techne. Conse-

quently, the technology of communication becomes ". . . all the means by

which the functions and ends of communication are served or carried

but."
28

Technology, then, is more than television cameras and printing

presses. It includes languages and Culturally persistent ways of con-

ducting communicative acts. A.Speech itself is a technology.

This level conceptualizes the phenomenon of the purely communica-
4

tional reality, one which exists only because humans have created its
29

meaning. The technological level is synonymous with culture in the

broadest sense of that term.

The four levels here distinguished are conceptual categories for

thinking about communication. All contain elements of every other and

0)

none can exist independently of the others. In this sense, the four

levels combine to form the s cio-cultural system, the web of culture,

social institutions and interpersonal relationships in which the indi-

vidual human beillg exists and without which ,the individual -- as a

human being -- could not exist.
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The concept of mass communication can provide a provocative and

heuristically productive perspective on the phenomenon of human communi-

cation. To demonstrate this assertion, the discussion below.will first

present a conceptual scheme for understanding mass communication and

will then use that scheme to interpret the various levels of communica-

tion distinguished above.

The conceptual scheme to be employed will be Denis McQuail's char-

acteristics of mass communication as understood within the context of a

"massness" continuum. 30

McQuail distinguishes seven characteristics typical of the phenom-
to-

enon usually described as "mass" communication. He then suggests that,

particular examples of mass communication activity can be located along

a continuum, from "most mass" (those.eRamples containing the greatest

number of characteristics to the greatest degree) to "least mais" (those.

examples containing fewer of the characteristics and to a lesser de-

gree).
#

The characteristics McQuail distinguishes are described below:

1. The mass communication audience is a collectivitylhique to

meidern society in that its members share a common focus of interest and

common behaviors and yet are only loosely organized, ik organized at
4

all. The audience per se has no common identity and no leadership.

2. Mass communication products are directed towards.large audi-

ences for the purpose of maximizing profit for the producer. "Large"

does not have an empirical limit; rather, "large" is relative to the

size of audiences for other communication artifacts and relative to the

number of communicators.

3. The audience to which mass communication prodIcts are directed
0

is heterogeneous, as a result of both audience size and relatively open
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access to media products.

4. The relationship between mass communicators and audience mem-

bers is impersonal. Each knows the other only in hig or her formal role

'as communicator or as audience member%
,

5. Complex, formal organizations are necessary in mass communica-

tion, because the process of creating communication artifacts requires

cooperative effort, financial control, internal allocation of authority

for management purpose and some mechanism of accountability to exter-

nal authority. The c operative effort is a highly structured and con-

ventional one.

6. The content of mass communication -- the artifacts created --.

is public in the sense that it is available to L.1 who want it., Distri-

bution of artifacts is relatively unstructured. No formal control is

exercised over access to content.

7. The, artifact can be available at the same time to large numbers

of people widely separated both from the source and from each otber.

McQuail characterizes this as "simultaneity of contact." 31

Specific examples of osmmunication activities can be placed along

the massness 'continuum, as was explained above. McQuaie suggests that,

at this time, only commercial national broadcasting allows all of the

characteristics to be maximized. Therefore, it can be described as the

"most mass" of mass communication. 32
41However, broadcast technology can

be integrated into communication processes that do not fall within

McQuail's conceptual scheme (e.g., closed-,Fircuit inructional tele-
kA

vision). Consequently, one 14;at of this conciptual scheme is that it

does not define mass communication by the media utilized. Nor does this

conceptual 'scheme find specific inessage content to be significant. Nor

does this scheme present audience members as passive recipients of media
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content. The audience is a participant in the mass communication pro-

cess, and its attention to the particular artifacts proauced by mass

communication organizations cannot be explained by the nature of the

organizations themselves. McQuail suggests that explanations for audi-

ence behavior lie, instead, at what this analysis has described as the

technological level of communication. He writes, ". . . this alliance

of different foci of interest is determined by the existing structure

of society and by the prevailing expectations, motiVations and social

institutions." 33

The next step in dOtermining the relationship between "mass" com-

munication and other kinds Of communication is to examine the four lev-

els of gbommunication (intrapersonal, interpersonal, enterprise, and

technological) in light of the seven characteristics of mass communica-

tion, specific examples of which should b understood as arrayed.along

a continuum:

The first characteristic on which to focus will be the description

of the massw.immunication audience as unique to modern society. The

question to be considered is whether this'uniqueness is peculiar to

mass communication situations, or whether.this characteristic is a more

generic phenomenon of modern society..

At the meta-level of the socio-cultural system, several explana-

tions have been adVanced which suggest that the characteristics attrib-

uted to the modern mass commun4oation audience are in fact symptomatic

of all members of advanced industrial societies.

The modern audience is characterized, one should recall, as con-

tinually shifting in composition and attention. It has no stability of

attention or of composition over time, historically.

Haugld 'Innis offers an analysis for generalizing thiS descriptton

19



from mass communication audiences to modern man. To the extent that

Innis' theory is persuasive, it suggests that the crucial characteris-

tics of the audience may not be a result.of mass communication, but may

reflect, instead, some more generic characteristic of modern 6ociety.

Innis offers a theory for analysis of the relationship between

communication technology and social organization. 3
4 In short, Innis

presents communication technology as the_organizing device in human so-

ciety. 'He divides communication technology_into two categories -- those

that are oral and those that are literate.

Oral media, such as speech, are diohemeral, perishable, cannot be

transported, and contain limited capacity,for information storage. As

a result, ocieties organized 'Around oral media (e.g., ancient Greece)

are smal in physical size, concerned with preservation of history and

cu1tur6 through poetic devices (e.g., analogy, metaphor, and repeti-

tion), require members to meet often to orally remember their history,

and tend to be oriented toward theOlogical and ethical modes of knowing,

because the function of passing on the culture tends to be appropriated

by the priests.

The nature of the oral medium necessitates a concern for the pre-

servation of history; so continuity over time becomes a cultural charac-
vi--

teristic. The audience for communication.is relatively small, because

of the limitations of the technology, and attention is continually fo-

cused on a common and specific goal.

The "audience" for communication in .Innio' oral culture seems to

have characteristics exactly opposite thboe of the mass communication

audience described above. EIt shOuld not be surprising to discover that

the audience for communication in Innis' literate culture displays char-

acteristics very similar to those of the mass communication audience.
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Wirthermore, recalling the massness continuum, the audience displays

-thosegcharacteristics to a greater degree as the technology of literacy

is more completely integrated into the fabric of the culture.

Th)literate media, for example, the akphabet, and paper, intro-

duced into oral cultures a competing mode of knowing. Ease of trans-

porting the new technology allowed for the conquest of space, changing

government from the smalllintegrated community to the expansionist mili-

tary state administering a central government over vast distances. With

the expansionism of literate technology, influence within the society

shifted from the priests to the soldiers and the bureaucrats. With the

increased capacity for information storage provided by the new technol-

ogies, concern for history -- and thus for continuity over time -- de-

creased, and the secular concerns of bureaucracy replaced the sacred
t-e

concerns of the priests. With a loss of ethical concerns came a growth

of interest in efficiency of administration. As literate technologies

became increasingly complex, the expert in their use became the new con-

troller of knowledge in society. With the knowledge of the culture com-

mitted to records and stored in increasingly inaccessible technologies,
A

the average member of a culture had to look to the expert for inform-

tion. The nature of literate technology as represented by the alphabet

favored sequential acquisition of information, as opposed to the repeti-

tious and circular acquisition of information favoied by the poetic-de-
%

vices of the oral culture.

As literate media have conquered oral media, the modern "audience"

for communication has emerged. No longer possessing the knowledge of

his culture and history himself, the audience member must depend on the

experts'to inform him of it. With little concern for continAity over

time, he is a creature of the presqnt. With a habit of sequential-
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information acquisition, he moves from one expert source to another.

As the literate society grows over space and adopts militaristic forms

of social control, the importance of and the possibility for community

decrease, since the dominant communication technologies no longer en-

courage its growth or 6ontain a need for a community structure.

Thus, in Innis' cultural analysis, the "audience" for communication

in a literate culture eAerges as a mass with no need for community and

no habit of continuing attention. While mass communication audiences

dilsplay these characteristics, because the media of mass communication

are literate technologies devoted to control of space rather than of

time, the literat mode of knowing is a much more 'deeply embedded phe-

nomenon in modern society. For Innis, it is the organizing concept --

common to podern man and explains not just mass communication audi-

ences but all modern patterns of interaction, since these patterns are

determined by the dominant communication technology. That these pat-

terns are unique to modern society is Aear,. for modern society is a

literate society.

Innis' analysis suggests the possibility that the description of

the mass communication audience is attached to the media simply by vir-

tue of the visibility of the media. A more comprehensive explanation

a

might attach the audience characteristics to some more fundamental char-

acteristics of the sociocultural system in its "modern" form, as Innis'

analysis does.

Another meta-level perspecti hich permits this interpretation

e-:-is offered by Jergen Habermas,'a m;e er of the Irankfurt School of crit-

ical social theory. Reminiscent of Innis' analysis, Habermas' perspec-

tive considers the problem whether conditions for the creation of com-

unity life are encouraged bY the socio-cultural systeni. Habermas'
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inquiry is s.ignificant to this discussion of mass communication because

the lack of community may account for those characteristicS which are

found to be significant in the mass communication audience. The per-

suasiveness of Habermas' theory could lead to the assertion that these

"massness" characteristics are pervasive in the society and attributable

-- not to the ma's\yiedia -- but to more generic characteristics of the

socio-cultural system.

With Habermas, one needs to look no further into history than the

1700s for an explanation of the "massness" of modern society. At the

level of the socio-cultural system, the chance for the "common man" to

generate common interests was never better than in the 18th century.

Without historical precedent, an institution which could secure common

interests for the masses emerged: the public sphere. 35
Structurally

situated between the modern state on the one hand, and society of pri-

vate interests on the other hand, the public sphere took its place in

. the history of institutions as the embodd.ment of democratic ideals:

that members of the society could and would coalesce into a

communication-community of reasoned discourse in order to reach consen-

sus about matters of generaliied'interest, that private interests would

be subordinated to co ective (interests, and that the state would func-

tion only as the executor of tH6 dollective will.

Promising signs that such ideals could be realized included the

enactment of regulations in France, Germany, Great Britain, and the

newly formed United States that state proceedings be made public, ihe

development of the party press ih Zurope and America, the French and

American revolutions and constitutions which established as legitimate'

tHe right to free expression., truth, and justice -- all of these events

having been produced by a public sphere in the process of forming itself
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in societies on the brink Of the modern period. While the ideal of the

communication-community could be traced back to the ancient Greek polis,

it was not until the 18th century that it became structurally available

to members of society other than the political ruling class -- first, to

the merchant classes, later, to the reading public of party newspa6ers,

and, in the 19th century, to the first generations who had attended

public schools.

These signs of the institutionalization of a communication-

community so far suggest a modern period in which the members of society

would be characterized by homogeneity, not heterogeneity, and by famil-

iarity thtough shared sentiments and interests, not anonymity. More-
,

over, the story of the modern society would appear as the progrssive

extension of the communication-community to the point that all members

of the modern society would be full participants. Such a narrative

would, at the very least, Rlice society itself on the weak end of the

massness continuum.

However, the chance that the masses could form into a

communication-community was an opportunity deflected by stil othe

vents -- events which led 19th-century scholars to speak in

posites. The Industrial Revolution matked the end of traditional soci-

ety and displayed the features of modern society. 4t socio-cultural sys-

tem wherein "all people are united in spite of all dividing factors"

gave way to one wherein "all people are divided in spite of all uniting

factors," wrote the sociologist Tönnies. Emile Durkheim coined the

terms mechanical and organic solidarity, characterizing the latter as

the division and interconnection of labor -- hallmarks of the modern

period.
37

Events generally associated with the Industrial Revolution
o

led Max Weber to coin terms which today are famili,ar, both in word and
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experience: bureaucracy and charisma. 38

Because of these changes, modern man, for.such' scholars, seemed

destined to live in a socio-cultural system at the, strongestend of the

massness continuum. Not only were the Members of modern society hetero-

geneous. They had become alienated from their fellows; anonymity, with

this observation, no longer just characterizes an occasional.experience

.;in modern society -- it characterizes the experience of mndern society.

Habermas' discussion of the public sphere is informed by this lit-

erature on the industrialization of modern society. His history of the

public sphere, as a result, takes on the theme that the formation of

community has been increasingly frustrated, systematically, for nearly

two centuries. By the mid-20th century, the public sphere had been so

weakened by industrialization processes that it now must be "arduously

constructed case by case. "39
Where once there was the prospect that

the life of society would be determined icy reasoned diourse aimed at

consensus, now society has a life of its own, "so to speak, over the

head of public discourse."40 Habermas' conclusion, then, is that the

public sphere is impotent, and systematically so. Its role today is to

provide acclamation to decisions made outside its purview.

Whether such conclusions delerve to be so strongly drawn is the

subject of contemporary social theory and critical-historical approaches

to mass communication inquiry. Nevertheless, Habermas has made the com-

pelllng case for conceptualizing communication under democratic cri-

teria. Moreover,such an approach to communication permits an analysis

of modernksociety nft only in terms of its history, but al-o in terms

of its, possible futur: for, while the public spherd'may survive a' a

, remnant of recent Cultural tradition, its history hasn't yet been played

out.



Innis and Habermas are but two of several scholars whose work re-

minds us that characteristics of the mass communication audience are

characteristics of the modern socio-cultural. system. With this remind-

er, one can recognize that the qualities of large numbers, leteroge-.

neity, and anonymity, characterize the customers o_f General Motors as

much as the readers of Newsweek, the users of Idaho Power's electricity

as much as the viewers of CBS programs, the clients of soci,a1 services

as much as the listeners of National Public Radio. In'short, these

quaiities refer to systematic features of modern sociiety at large. Con-

sidered from this standpoint alone, then, to, focus upOn communication

is to study mass phenem-ena of a socio-cultural system, whoSe.several in-
1

stitutions have required the supply f subsystems sometimes call,ed "au-
.

diences," sometimes "clients," someti es 'customers," sometimes "Mari

kets." Innis and Habermas, writing without 'knowledge of one another,

together underscore the point that communication is never lQss than a

historical phenomenon, that communicAion has emerged as part of the
4f

evolution of social systems into mass societies whose members ar6 "di-

vided in spite o'f\ all uniting factors." In such societies, the term

communication" is redUndant, which is to sa that no levelpof com-

municailo,n in modern life is unrelated to the requirement for a audi-

2ence and the qualities of largeness, heterogeneityAind anony.ty.
When one moves from" Vie meta-level orthe cocio-cultural system to

the technological level of%communication, an analy4s of technology-41

in terms of McQuail's characteristics of mass communication again sug-

gests the logic of generalizing the characteristics from "massr.commdhi-
e

cation to all forms of communication.

At the technolotcal level, an audience.is a means for the realize-

tion Of For modern societies,'audiences have become requirements

26
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for the social system: GM needs its "audience" to carry out its profit-
'4414i, #

a

.m&41.mq pur

l
oses, as does CBS. Even the public sphere, it turns out, has

/ 5

become technology for the supply of legitimacy to public programs. 42

N
This requiremen\sets up problems of what "Innis called "administration"

7
thover spatial distances;k ile one may readily note at print and broad-

cast technologies help t solve this problem, that does not suggest the

concllision that these literate technologies encourage the creation of a,
de

Kcommunicatipn-comMunity. In Innis' theory, -the relation.cif he oral

tradition (favoring community) to the literate tradition (savoring the

mass audience) is more than simple opposition. The dominant traditiOn

can not merely re-empt but actually transfotM the subordinate trifdi-

tion. At one viiiting retained what Might be called "the logic of

speech," when the oral tradition was recorded in writing. But the

modern period has reversed the situation, and this is the less-trivial

point: Speech today Obeys the-logic of pr4nt, as scholars from Innis,

to Marshall McLuhan, to Walter Ong, to James Carey have shown.
43

As

Hans Magna Enzensberger suggests, the administered world, via the in-

44AUstrialization of mind, is total.

At the technological level, then, communication reflects charac-

teristics of the mass society.' Technologies like speech, print; and

/1broadcast serve largely administratilie funcitons between and,aMong soci-

etal subsystems, while audiences, themselves technologies for still

, other audiences, supply the criteria by which to manipulate speech,

print, broadcast, etc. Heterogeneity of the social system demands the

malleability of the spOken and the written, while the demand for larger

audiences (or "more customers," etc.) values the anonymity and imper-

sonality of the mass. -Such contradictions _are Said by critical theo-
e

rists like Mak)Horkheimer to be guaranteed by an instrumental-technical



rationality, a rationality symptomatic of the times. 45

Such contradictions outline the arranOwents:between social insti- N

tutions, routines of relationships which have come to prevail but which

musi persistently be managed in this century. At the enterprise level,

the generic problem has become the o?Ilenization and management of audi-
-

ences.

At the interpersonal level, it has become fashionable for some com-

munication_researchers to descqbe interpersonal communication instru-
-mentally, aaopting exchange models once employad,by traditional,mass

communicatiaa researchers. 46
Whether one agrees with such renditions

Or not makes little difference in the face of mounting evidence, sup-

plied by sociologists like McQuail, that the numbers in the middle class

have been increasing, and that this, combined with their higher levels

of training/education, has for some tIme created the persistent problem

of dealing with strangers on a regular, even daily, basis.47 Anonymity,

not intimacy,-As systematically problematiC.- Attached to these trends

are the increasing demands that public school students acquire what the

sociolinguist Basil Bernstein labiled "'elaborated codeS," languages of

abstraction (mathematics, computer literacy, the written word) which

encourage individuals to move during their biographies from familiar

group ties throu a series of different groups. 48
In light of obser-

Irations like these, researchers who view interpersonal communication in

terms of social exChange may be part of the problem so far as .humanis-

ticaily oriented scholars are concerned; however, the problem is not

likely to be of their own making -- in fact, they may be on to some-

thing, perhaps without knowing it. What they report is not sO much a

need to remove the anonymity of a communication partner, but the ned

io manage the person toward some end: the administeked world has

28
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reached the interpersonal,level..

How it might4e possible for the administered world of modern4soci-
%v

* ety to characterize interpersonal communication is a question for which

N-the Chicago School of symbolic interactionism provides a powerful argu-

ment. Ever since George Herbert-Mead's Mind, Self, and Society, 49

0

scholars have recognized that communication processes are socialization

processes. A key concept here is Mead's "generalized other," a'constel-

lation of roles and meanings available in the socio-cultural system that

have been adopted by an individual. One learns these roles ind adopts

meanings through people with whom the individual, in the process, of

growing up, has regular, meaningful contact. In this way, interpersonal

relationships izocome media for integrating society and individual.

As Mead puts it, "social or group attitudes are brought within the

individual's field of direct experience, and are included as elements

in the structure . . . of his self"; through this process, the ielf be-

coMes "an individual reflection of the general systematic pattern of

social or group behavior" in which all are involved. 50
For modern soci-

eties, Mead pointed cut, abstract, relatively anohymous social groups --

for example, "the class of debtors and the class of creditors"51 -- de-

te ne the nature orthe self at least as mdth as do concrete social

grou like the family.

'Mead thus provides an account of the interpenetration of levels:

the self is wedded to even the most abstract, anonymoul elements of

society by,means of any form of concrete contact between and among in-

dividuals. The generalized other turns out to consist of a wide variety

of anonymous and familiar groups -- a large ind heterogeneous audience

for the self which at the same time constitutes the self. The thesis

that society is "in" all levels of communication, then, is a way of
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illustrating the interpenetration of levels. It is'a thesis which pro-

yides an approach to understanding how the characteristics of a mass

society are reproduced even at the interpersonal land in'trapersonal lev-

els of communication.

Considering the intrapersonal level, Mead's analysis suggests that

communication-with oneself appears, upon closer examination, to be a

conVersation of shared symbols. A crucial question here, and one not

settled by Mead or other interactionists, is whether one's identity can

develop beyond literally conventional meanings and'roles into what

Habermas calls a "post-conventional" identity -- an identity which is

more than a collection of socio-cultural ideas and meanings, an identity

which transcends such roles and meanings, a self which can critically

evaluate those roles and meanings. 52
The possibility for the develop-

ment of this free, autonomous, post-conventional self depends on the°

potentials supplied by cultural tradition. Cultural traditioA can "of-

.fer and stimulate the transition to a post-conventional identity, or

hold the restructuring of role identity at the conventional level." 53

the extent that the second option fits the nature of the modern

socio-cultural system, one's communication with oneself has the para-
.

doxical result of arresting further development of the self. Put dif-

ferently, intrapersonal communication, like interpersonal communication,

becomes an arena for large, heterogeneous, and anonymous groups; as

such, intrapersonal communication is a mechanism for perpetuating mass

phenomena.

Thus far in this paper, the socio-cultural system and the levels

of communication have been discussed in terms of elements of the mass-

ness continuum. The element of the mass audience unique to modern so-

ciety was applied developmentally, as a characteristic of the entire
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socio-cultural system; this was explained through the historical analy-

ses advanced by Innis and Habermas. Taking the modern socio-cultural

system as the background, the paper next considered each level of

communication in terms of these elements of massness: large, hetero-

geneous, anonymous audiences. While the degree of applicability is an

open question, the relevance of these characteristics to each level of

communication'has been established through research and theory focusing

on the roles each level of communication plays for the socio-cultural

system. Audiences serve as technologies for sub-systems of economic

activity, for modern democratic relationships between state and society,

and for socializing and integrating the individual into society. Other

levels of communication -- interpersonal'and intrapersonal -- take on

technological rdles of socialization and integration, in the process

reproducing the heterogeneity, largeness, and anonymity associated with

mass audiences. From the discussion of the massness continuum, the pic-

ture emerges of the technologizing of all levels of communication. With

this picture in mind, the remaining elements of the massness continuum

-- the requirement of complex and formal organizations, of publicness,

and of simultaneity of contact -- will be examined.

Complex, formal organizations are considered to be required for

"mass" communication. This requirement followed logically from the

realization that modern society was emerging as a complex system of in-

stitutions which interrelated functionally. 54 The modern society thus

came to be viewed as a system of subsystems, linked by formal networks

of communication. This systems perspective on the nature of modern so-

ciety has emphasized problems of mutual interdependence of all sub-

systems of society. As a result, problems of communication between and

among subsystems took center stage both for research and for everyday

31



In,particula;, the complexity and interdependence of subsystems in

society has required that subsystems formalize into organizations which

focus on the maintenance of Interdependence. Thayer takes this problem

as a warrant for inserting another level above the enterprise level,

that of the "enterprise-environment interface." He writes, ". . . what

must be organized are capacities fpr creating, maintaining, altering, or

Utilizing Delationship@ between the enterprise and its relevant en-

vironmental domainS.-"55. As a result, technologies for organization at

'this interface are of vital practical interest. Fai],ure to manage the

interdependence of subsystem% like the state and the economiC system,

for example, threatens the survival of the whole system. Since no sin-

gle subsystem is Orsition6d to manage interdependency throughvt complex

societies, such societies have a structural tendency to be crisis-

ridden. 56
While this tendency may be the stuff of the nightl, newscast,

it results from complexity, a characteristic of mass phenomena. which in
--

no sense is monopolized by enterprises called "news organixattons."

The requirement for complex, formal organizations, then, it built
0

into the structure of modern society, now conceived of and experieneed

as a system of interdependent subsystems, This requirement accentuates

the technological level of communication as it bears upon the enterprise

level: enterprises, now conceived of as subsystems, depend on the

strength of technologies for managing interdependence. Whether such

technologies are sufficiently developed is, at best, an unsettled ques-

tion.

At the interpersonal level, complexity takes the form of the organ-

ization of oneself in relation tikother. More precisely, complexity

at this level is the organization of a conception of oneself, the
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organization of a conception of another, and the organization of a.con-

ception of the_relationship between selves. The discussion of Mead's

-concept, the generalized other, should recall that the formation of the

generalized other entai-ls (1) the awareness of one's place in situatkons

tof complexity, (2) the assertion that interpersonal relationships are

necessarily more than relationships between two people (or between or

among any specified !lumber, for that matter), and (3) the arrangement

and synthesis of societal roles and meanings.

At the intrapersonal level as well as at the interpersonal level,

the generalized other amounts to a formal organization of meanings and

roles. This is precisely what allows one to speak of a self which has

an identity.

The iffipetus toward formal organization in this sense appears,

again, to be complexity. Sociologists'articulate this when they charac-

terize the internalization of roles as an active appropriation of soci

ety by the individual, thus echoing Mead. Sigmund Freud's psychoanaly-

sis emphasiied systellatZ'cally failed attempts to employ the social real-

ity of the external world in order to control the uftknown but deeply

felt complexities of4nner nature. Social philosophers like Dewey took

the complexity of coTunication still another direction, seeing there

057the conditions for the experience that "no person remafns unchanged,

that the individual is shaped and reshaped by his interans with

others.

At the interpersonal and intrapersonal levels, complexity and the

organization for it come to persist as daily and life-long problems for

the child of mass society. The degree of formalization required

reaches, first, to the competence to acquir a language by which to make

order and, thus, meaning from complexity. Secondly, the competence to
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employ language analytically is also a necessary, formal response to the

problem of organizing for complexity. The inability to perform either

is a condition found in psychotics, whose experience.is the fragmenta-

tion of attempts to handle complexity via language and via the analytic

use of language. 58

Formal organization, then, appears as a requirement for all levels

, of communication, even for the level of communication with oneself,

where an "insurance policy" against,psychosis is most pressing. If one

is interested in the strength of that insurance policy, and if "Psycho-

sis is the final outcome of all that is wrong with a culture, 1159, then

all levels o communication reqpire attention in tepas of their roles in

facilitating or frustrating acquisition df\the competence to make and

evaluate meaning. If the structure of all levels of commurfication is

systematically deformed, as Habermas suggests, 60
then the matter o

psychosis is more than an object of separate or fanciful inquiry. It

becomes, instead, a Matter of immediate concer4)to the student of human

communication.

The characteristic of publicness will now be applied to each

level, this time, not only to demonstrate that an element of the mass-

ness contrimum is relevant to each level of communication, but also to

,explore something of the significance for finding mass-like qualities at

each revel. One way of exploring the matter of significance is to in-

elude a question about the health of communication in modern society,

which the example of psychosis poses.

The discussion of complexity and formal organization highlighted

the interdependence of all subsystep, or levels. The element of pub-

licness highlights themes of availability of communication systems to

the members of society. In one sense, all levels of communication are
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"'public" or "available" in that, even at the intrapersonal level, others

are particieants in'communication. In another sense, some levels are

less available than are others. Access is stratified, for instance, by

economic resources to buy computer information systems for the consump-

tion 'of news, or to buy a broadcasting facility, and by one's place in

the social hierarchy, which limits access to enterprises and individuals

in the soc1tty. 61
In yet another sense, all levels of communication

entail "publicness" in the degree to which shared meanings are capable

of being thate into themes of discourse, discussion, and debate, so that

decisions and actions result. from deliberation. 62

At the system 1 vel, the ability of society's membersto form into

a community of discourh , discussion, and debate has been alte;ed' with

the transformdtion of the public sphere, a matter discussed earlier in

this paper. The decline of opportunity,to form a communication-

comMunity it the system level parallels the growth of complexity, the
s

proliferation df specialization. As was noted earlier, participation'

has yielded to atc1amation; available meanings are not matters of publjc

deliberations from whidh policies are made.

At,the technological level, it has been noted that modern tech-

nologies of communication tend to obey the logic of literate culture

(p.g., speech now obeys the logic of print). One implication is that

communication-communitiest if ever,they do form, are limited by their

technologies to the present. In such a 3ituation, continuity over time

of the communication-community is 4alikely at best. A public sphere

must, then, be constructed case by case.

At the levels of the socio-cultural *system and technology, the

case can be made that conditions for psychosis -- the inability to make

or evaluate meaning -- are, at this point in the history of modern
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Aociety, structurally encouraged and nearly inevitable.

At the enterprise level of communication, the success or failure

of enterprises is tied to their relationships to other enterprises and

to the relevant aspects of their environment. 63
Thus, conditions of the

system as a whole become relevant at the enterpris level: Should sub-

systems of enterprises attempt to form communication-communities, system

and technological characteristics encourage the frustration of the ef-

fort. Moreover, enterprises vary widely according to goals. The goals

of a university, for example, are not the goals of a corporation, al-

thdugh universities may at times appear to be taking on corporate

characteristics. Sp4cia1ization encourages attention to enterprise

goals over the realization of goals shared among different enterprises,

favoring competing interests over the generalizable interest. 64

The interpersonal lev 1, too, is affected by the fragmenting of

the modern, mass society. reation of a cLInication-community is

fragmented here, too, by the technology of literate culture. It is kso

frustrated'by the requirement of performing several roles in fragMented

ways, a situation with which nearly every individual can identify. For

example, the "parent" enters the private world of the "commuter" at

7:30 a.m., becomes a ."wage-laborer" at 8:30 a.m., a "student" at 11:40

a.m., a "consumer" atNC:30, an "employee again at 1:30 p.m., and

"family member", or loner," or "lover," or "fiiend" at day's end. Vhat

is popularly known aq "the treadmill" is the product of society since

industrialization, and it is a systematic condition in modern life which

frustrates the' making and evaluation of meaning. Publicness at the

interpersonal level has, aJba result, an anonymous quality.

Christopher Lasch argues that modern culture encourages attention

mostly on the self, and less on society, social.institutions, or other
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people.
65

It is a psychotic attention which is encouraged, the psycho-

sis of narcissism. Its symptoins include: conformity to social norms

'out of fear, while.resenting such conformity in oneself and others; lack

of interest in the fut e or the past; difficulty in internalizing happy

experiences with others so that the experiences can be lasting; and

fierce competition for approval and acclaim while seeking to destroy the

conditions making competition possible. 66
Such conflicts suggest a

modern personality incapable of making, to say little of evaluating,

meaning. Such conflicts can be explained by reading the works of the

symbolic interactionists, the sociologists of knowledge, and the social

philosophers, but their significance for the intrapersonal level sug-

gests other works, like Freud's Civilization and Its Discontents. 67 At

the intrapersonal level, making oneself public to oneself is not, for

many scholars of communication and human nature, a problem to be re-

solved in one session with a therapist, or in one's lifetime.

The critical-historical perspective on mass communication takes

the condition of publicness as here described to be a condition of

weakened health, at best. This condition appears through each level of

the communication system as part of the broader perspective of the evo-

lution of socio-cultural systems. Lessons to be drawn from this per-

spective are, primarily, lessons of the diffusion of mass phenomena

throughout society and its communication systems at all levels. These

are lessons of some urgency. Whether this generation and future genera-

tions become able to systematically form commuhication-communities at

any level of communication is a matter on the agenda of critical re-

searchers of mass communication.

Prospects for communication as the formation of community life are

not entirely bleak, Habermas has shown that the conditions for creating
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community are universally built into everyday language. 68
Every uttei-

ance is also an invitation to'discuss the truth of what is said. Every

utterance is allso an invitation to discuss the truthfulness of the par-

ties involved. Every utterance is an invitation to discuss the appAS-

priateness of the subject matter. To the extent that ordinary language

is reproduced through alr levels of communication and throughout modern

society, invitations to these themes of community interest are an-

nounced. In this sense; the final element on the massness continuum

simultaneity of contact -- applies throughout the communication system.

It would be folly to suggest that the prospect for the formation

of communication-communities is a minor problem. One would have to ig-

nore the nature of modern socio-cultural systems, the evolution of tech-

nologies as a facton in culture, and the interdependence of groups and

individuals in a web of mass phenomena. One would have to ignore such

matters in order to suggest that all is well with human communication,

or4to suggest that all is even "fixable." In such ignorance, overly

optimistic conceptions of communication and of society either pie-

maturely proclaim a renaissance off community life or, perhaps worse,

foreclose the chance to regard communication as a process of creating

community.

Summary and Conclusions

The analysis just,completed above supports the conclusion that the

characteristics commonly attributed only to mass communication instead

pervade all levels of communication in modern life. The analysis is one

example of critical theoretical approach representative of one of the

two competing traditions which have developed within the discipline of

mass communication.
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Such an analysis contrasts 'sharply with both)the method and the

conclusions about the import of mass communication common to the empiri=

cal research-tradition within discipline.

in order to present and explain the two traditions in mass commu-

nication study, this papei first sketched the history of the develop-
..

mePt of interest in mass communication, finding the hoots of that inter-

est in 19th century concern over fundamental changes in the social

structure. These changes resulted primarily from the Industrial Reyolu-
&

tion, but also from political'.changes in Western nations which led to

increased participation of the common man ip the political system. The

rise of the masses coincided with technological developments allowing

the mass distribution of communication artifacts. An identification be-

tween the two developments was mdhe, and a persistent concern over tile

effects of mass communication on society resulted.

The empirical research tradition began after World War I. It was

informed both by the general expectation of negative effects from mass

communication and by stimulus-response theory borrowed from psychology..

The initial assumption was that media products had direct effects on

isolated audience meAers. Research supported by'the U.S. War Depart-

ment prior to and during American participation in World War II encour-'

aged, thrZugh direct or indirect sponsorship, four social scientists --

Lazarsfeld, Lasswell, Lewin and Hovland -- whose work formed the founda-

tion for the independent discipline of mass communication. Research in

1940 by Lazarsfeld failed to find evidence supporting stimulus-response

assumptions about media and led to a fundamental 'shift in persipective

for the empirical tradition, from the assumption that media do something

to audiences to the assumption that Audience meihoers actively and criiir-

ically attend to mass communication for purposes of their own and within
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the contexts of their group, organizational and institutional relation- .

ships. These relationships are understood tb mediate any masd communi-

cation effects which might occur.

The empirical tradition employs quantitative fese methods,

especially field surveys, content analy6es, and laboratory-experiments,
4II 1

and it is primarily concerned with finding mass communication effects.
4

The empirical tradition is most closely identi\fed with American schol-
x

ars in mass communication. -

The empirical tradition has been criticized bec use it lacks his-
.

torieal perspective and because it allows available methodology to dic-

tate research que n . Critics say that empirical researchers ignore

significant questions cause those questions cannot be answered using

empirical methods, and that empirical research lacks any theoretical

framerrk.

StAKding in opposition to the empirical tradition is the critical

research tradition in mass communi6ation. Using theoretical and his-

torical analysis, critWbal/researchers,attempt to explain the long-term-

structural relationship between mass communication and society. The

c,ritical research tradition isclosely identified with European sch(51-

.. aro. This tradition has been criticized by advocates of the empiricpl

tradition as lacking any empiriCal verification of itb assertions and.as

being too theoreticalk.

In demonstrating the criticar research tradition, the paper pro-

vided a conceptual framework utilizing, first, Thayer'G fout levels of

communication, culminating in the meta-level of the socio-cultural sys-

tam, and, second, McQuail's Govan characteristics Of mass comMUnication

ao they appear along his massness continuum.

The paper then analyzed the communication levels in terms of the
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mass communication charactdriiiics, employing some of the critical re-

search literature, especially the work of Innis and Habermas. The anal-

ysis-attempted to answer the question whether mass communication is a

kind of communiwtion separable from other forms of communication, or

whether mass communiltion might be a, legitimate pe4spective for dis-

cussing all forms of communication. The latter conclusion would call

into cluestion the usefulness of the divisions that have grown°12p within

the discipline of communication, e.g., interpersonal communication,

small group communication, organizational communication, mass communica-

tion. The critical analysis concluded that wipt is labeled as a "Mass

communication" perspective can *deed provide useful explanations of

communication phenomena at all conceptual levels, that mass communica-

tion does`not cause, but onlY reflects, the "massness" endemic to modern

society, and that the problem facing communication scholars iy the sys-

*tematic frustration of the creation of communication-communities.

In comparing the two research traditions in mass communication,

one could predict that the discipline would be less divided if those

within the empirical tridition would worry about the paucity of theory

available to explain their research findings, and if thgse within the

critical tradition would make serious attempts to empirically verify

their theoretical analyses. Such a union is unlikely to occur,, however,

because the critical tradition is just that -- critical of any estab-

lished institutions, technologies and power centers. (So crucial is the

"critical" in the term "critical research tradition" that, if the crit-

ical tradition ever became dominant in mass communication inquiry, it

would logically have to criticize its own success.) By contrast, the

empirical research tradition grows out of-established power centers.
\

.(Remember that the U.S. War DePartment was one midwife at the birth of
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the discipline.) It depends for ir survival...am a continuing flow of

research funds from-government, universities, and the communication in-

dustry- l'orreither tradition to embrace.thb other would require each.to

deny Its own internal logic.

.As a result, Alass communication inquiry has a split personality.

the one hand are mountains pf empirical research data which examine

\'short-term effects of specifdc c4mmunication artifacts spn specific in-
,

dividuals, suggresting that the role of mass communication in society is
4Y

to persuade specific individuals to do specific things -- for good or

On the other hand are ritics who argie that the..empirical re-

searchers are not even asking the-right questions, that any theory of

mass communication muit necessarily require and reflect a'theory of so-

_ ciety, which must necessaiily be a theory of human comMunication, and

'that the, future of human'commUnication may be dim.

Which tradition ought to be heeded is a question for the serious

student to ponder and to qecide.

I
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